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Neuroscience Spine Float Buddy Program
Jenna Czech BSN, RN, CNRN
St. Could Hospital, St. Cloud, Minnesota

Expectations
Why?
In our commitment as a unit to role model best
practice as we support the staff that float to us
from other departments, we initiated a new
process so all staff that come to our unit will feel
welcome, well-prepared, and supported in their
roles with our patient population, environment,
and our team. It has been identified that we had
opportunities related to resources for staff
floating from other units.

See policy for reinforcement of Float Buddy
Program
TITLE: Staffing/Scheduling: Floating, Inter-Unit.
An experienced "resource" person on the
receiving unit will be assigned to the floating
staff member. Each individual is responsible for
their own actions and must inform the person
delegating to him/her whenever an assignment
is beyond his/her level of comfort or expertise.

CzechJenna@centracare.com

When the Charge Nurse prints off the report sheet at the beginning of a
shift, it will also include in the memo line if applicable a “Float Buddy”, who
will be an additional resource that has an assignment close in geography to
assist with any questions or needs

Follow up
An email is sent to all staff who floated to the Neuroscience
Spine Unit by the Core Charge Nurse to seek feedback for
further action plans.

When you are assigned to be a Float Buddy, you
will are expected to do the following:
1. At the beginning of the shift, Welcome the Float Staff to the
Neurosciences/Spine unit. Buddies will be indicated on the assignment
sheet by the Charge Nurse so you are .
2. Introduce yourself to the Float Staff as their Float Buddy and Resource for
the shift.
3. Assure they have the Float Tip Sheet for the Neuroscience/Spine Unit
4. Provide them a quick tour of unit for Medication Omnicells/Storage
areas/bathrooms etc.
5. Explain to the Float staff that you are there to help make their day
successful
6. Explain to them that you are there for questions throughout the shift
along with the Resource RN and Charge RN
7. If there is float staff working in a sitter/1:1, they will also be assigned a
buddy

Feedback
172 float staff from 6/1/18-1/1/19.
Individual follow up email sent to all staff.
63 responses from RN’s, LPN’s and NA’s.
37% response rate
Common themes/Highlights:
Teamwork mentioned positively 19 times in follow up
emails. Great attitudes, helpful, friendly, welcoming nurses
reporting off to them, communication, felt supported,
feedback on assignment/acuity. Staff greeting them, setting
them up for success with resource sheets, other teams
helping with call lights and checking in, “felt like part of
the team”
What could have made it go better?
Understanding the patient population, knowing where stuff
is, knowing resources, consistency in every float gets
resource sheet, ask have you floated here before, split
shifts, breaks for 1:1

Consider how this can positively impact our
patients and staff. Let’s spread this out!

